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This is part two of a four-part blog series addressing the attacks on smart beta and ETF

s. Today we touch on the faulty argument that ETFs are a fad that creates herding,

bubbles and dangerous systemic risks.

 

The “Fad” That Won’t Go AwayThe “Fad” That Won’t Go Away

 

It has been more than 24 years since the launch of the first ETF, the S&P 500 Depository

Receipt (SPY), and the ETF industry has been growing by leaps and bounds ever since. Yet

even today, with U.S. ETF assets under management piling up to $2.5 trillion, we still

contend daily with accusations that ETFs are a fad.1

 

Tossing the fad label around is often a psychological defense mechanism for those being

displaced, because this “fad” has been taking over asset management since the first ETF

came into being—and the ETF industry has its sights set on the other $16.3 trillion that

is still sitting in traditional mutual funds.2

 

The argument that smart beta is purely a marketing scheme of sorts presupposes that

there is something gimmicky about academic research. What are the core tenets of

investment excellence? We assert that they include discipline, research and prudence.

Creating an index that screens stocks for measures of excellence—high profitability or

low valuations, and so on—is hardly faddish. Furthermore, if a fad is something that

comes and goes in a flash, then the findings of Benjamin Graham and David Dodd have been

a fad for 87 years.3

 

To say that ETFs are the cause of behavioral biases that create bubbles or market

distortions is akin to saying that Internet travel websites create hotel or airline

bookings. If you will be traveling to Los Angeles, you will book travel, whether the

Internet exists or not.

 

We soon forget that ETFs are not an asset class, but an investment structure, a means of

obtaining investment exposures. Smart beta is a subset of that structure, with assets

under management in such strategies summing to $619 billion of the few trillion dollars

in global ETF assets under management.4 For perspective, Vanguard alone manages about $4

trillion across its business,5 the bulk of which is in market cap-weighted indexes. In

terms of some herding effect, it would seemingly come in the form of trillions of

dollars of blind allegiance to market capitalization weighting in the halls of Vanguard

and others. The distortions are not coming from value-oriented strategies like the ones

designed by WisdomTree, which were built to capitalize on any inefficiencies created by

the cap-weighting cattle call.
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In short, players like WisdomTree are managing live money that screens out or reduces

exposures to overpriced securities and companies that have deteriorating fundamentals,

so we mitigate bubbles, not exacerbate them.

 

There Was No Herding in EnergyThere Was No Herding in Energy

 

For all the talk of inter-asset correlations heading inexorably to 1.0, anyone long

energy or materials in the last half decade hasn’t gotten the memo. In the five years

through July 31, 2017, the S&P 500 returned 99.1%, while the index’s energy sector

returned just 6.7%, a differential of 9,245 basis points (bps).

 

Figure 1 shows the rolling 24-month correlations between each of the 11 GICS sectors and

the S&P 500. Four of them—utilities, telecom, real estate and energy—have clearly

diverged from the pack, with correlations to the broad market that have broken down.

Once again, if a herding effect was driving correlations to 1.0, nobody sent the memo to

owners of stocks in these sectors.

 

Figure 1: 24-Month Correlation to S&P 500Figure 1: 24-Month Correlation to S&P 500

Pushing Near-Decade Lows: Cross-Asset CorrelationsPushing Near-Decade Lows: Cross-Asset Correlations

 

The notion that ETFs have caused inter-asset correlations to rise is also not borne out

by the data. At 0.28, the Morgan Stanley Global Correlation Index is back to levels last

seen nearly four years ago. Before that, inter-asset correlations were only this low

more than a decade ago. This is an asset allocator’s market.
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Figure 2: Morgan Stanley Global Correlation IndexFigure 2: Morgan Stanley Global Correlation Index

 

Critics, Please Look in the MirrorCritics, Please Look in the Mirror

 

In modern memory, there have been four stock market crashes: the 1973–1974 bear market,

the October 1987 episode, the tech meltdown from 2000–2002 and the Global Financial

Crisis. ETFs either did not exist or existed only in their infancy during the buildup

and collapse of those markets. With respect to dot-com, that bubble may be exceeded only

by the South Sea and tulip bulb manias of prior centuries. Those two legendary bubbles,

of course, happened long before the invention of both ETFs and mutual funds.

 

For investors who are cynical about the rise of ETFs, we ask how there can be a “bubble

in ETFs” when U.S. ETF assets under management are still only $2.5 trillion, while

mutual funds control $16.3 trillion?6 If a bubble exists when too much money is chasing a

particular good, despite its expensive price compared to logical substitutes, then the

truth is that the bubble is in mutual funds.

 

We believe the exponential ETF asset growth that has been seen thus far is simply

testament to ETFs pricking that bubble.

 

 

 

 

1Source: 2017 Investment Company Institute Fact Book.

2Source: 2017 Investment Company Institute Fact Book.

3Source: Benjamin Graham and David Dodd, “Security Analysis,” 1930.

4Source: Ben Johnson, “Have Strategic-Beta ETFs Delivered for Investors?” Morningstar,

7/26/17. Data as of 5/17.
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5Source: Vanguard, as of 12/31/16

6Source: 2017 Investment Company Institute Fact Book.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

T h e Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the

exclusive property and a service mark of MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”) and Standard & Poor’s

(“S&P”), a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., and is licensed for use by

WisdomTree Investments, Inc. Neither MSCI, S&P nor any other party involved in making or

compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications makes any express or implied warranties

or representations with respect to such standard or classification (or the results to be

obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all

warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose with respect to any such standard or classification. Without limiting

any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their affiliates or any third

party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications have any

liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other

damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

S&P 500 Depository Receipt (SPY)S&P 500 Depository Receipt (SPY)  : an exchange traded fund that tracks the S&P 500

index.

Smart BetaSmart Beta  : A term for rules-based investment strategies that don’t use conventional

market-cap weightings.

ValuationValuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their

price levels to determine if certain attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are

cheap or expensive.

Market capitalization-weightingMarket capitalization-weighting  : Market cap = share prices x number of shares

outstanding. Firms with the highest values receive the highest weights in approaches

designed to weight firms by market cap.

CorrelationCorrelation  : Statistical measure of how two sets of returns move in relation to each

other. Correlation coefficients range from -1 to 1. A correlation of 1 means the two

subjects of analysis move in lockstep with each other. A correlation of -1 means the two

subjects of analysis have moved in exactly the opposite direction.

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

Basis pointBasis point  : 1/100th of 1 percent.

GICSGICS  : Global Investment Classification System, which assigns companies to specific

industries and sectors.

Morgan Stanley Global Correlation indexMorgan Stanley Global Correlation index  : An average of regional correlations and

cross-asset correlations, with the sub-components from Equity, Credit, Rates and Forex

asset classes.

Bear marketBear market  : A sustained downturn in market prices, increasing the chances of negative

portfolio returns.
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